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EDITORIAL
Looking Forward
This is a time in the life of Toc H
for reflection and action that will
build on over 90 years of service.
It is particularly important that
we look forward as for the first
time in a number of years we are
financially stable and are in a
position to identify areas for new
initiatives that build on the work
of so many people since the
movement came into existence.

To honour the memory Toc H
members were asked to carry
out simple acts of kindness.
These were in memory of the
dead, offered to the living.
The centenary anniversary of
the start of the First World War
will lead to links being made
with the foundation of Toc H. It
is partly in the light of this factor
that Toc H UK needs to make
best use of its assets. These are
the limited finance that we have
available for new projects and
the membership which may be
getting older, whilst retaining a
very firm commitment to the
values of Toc H.

The foundation in the UK was in
1922, although the opening of
Talbot House in 1915 is for many
the starting point of Toc H. It is
true that the antecedents of the
post 1922 activities are to be
found in the hell and horrors of
Belgium in 1915. Underpinning
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2014 a year of renewal : In the following I will outline possible areas
for change and growth in 2014. In the first instance what I offer is a
personal perspective, though much of what follows is built on conversations
with Hilary Geater Childs and others.
Langdale : The Bunk Barn in Weirside in the Lake District has been the
subject of a good deal of discussion over the past few years. Numerous
meetings and ideas have been discussed. In the final analysis we agreed
that we would retain the building and refurbish it to meet the standards
that are now required for a building available for public use.
In the coming months we hope that the work will be undertaken and that
the building will be available for use in 2015. It will be an important
resource for groups working with local communities. We hope that it will be
attractive to groups working with young people who are at risk. If this
proves to be possible we will be able to offer a resource that builds on the
principles of Toc H.
Wombwell : The last 12/18 months have seen an exciting development
with the growth of a new Toc H branch in Jump, which is part of the
borough of Barnsley. The local parish church is in Wombwell, next door to
the Church building there is a disused showroom owned by the parish.
A partnership of Jump Toc H branch, the parish and Toc H UK is exploring
the opening of the building for community use. In an area that lacks
community facilities, the potential for creating a Community Hub is exciting
and will bring to the residents of the area a much needed resource. The
development will include links with the local authority, local councillors and
residents, the potential in this development is another example of how we
can draw on the founding principles of Toc H.
Buildings and branches : The spread of Toc H members is across all of
England, Scotland and Wales, whilst the focus is in most cases on discrete
geographical areas. In Saltburn and Looe at different ends of the country, a
small group of dedicated members maintain community buildings that bring
value to the communities they serve. In a similar manner community
buildings in Tunbridge Wells and Long Eaton are well used. In Cosby,
Denny and Newport members meet and offer activities for local people, in
all of these places the founding principles are encapsulated by the service
that is offered to those with whom contact is made.
A simple act of kindness : The life of Toc H in its early days was the
simple acts of kindness and it remains the case that every member is able to
take this example of an activity into their daily lives. It also offers a model of
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activity that could be replicated by anyone who is prepared to consider the
idea and act on it.
In 2014 we hope that we might introduce the idea to the wider community,
sharing the principal with anyone who is interested in what they might offer
in the way of service to others. Further consideration is required on how this
could be taken forward, it does offer with little financial support a project
that would fairly reflect the life of Toc H since 1922 and could be offered as it
was originally in memory of the many who gave their lives for freedom in the
First World War.
Study course : In the light of the centenary of the First World War and the
importance of making published material available that draws on the history
of Toc H in the UK, a study course is being prepared. A follow up publication
will follow for use in schools. The specific focus will be on exploring the Four
Points of the Compass.
The future belongs to everyone : In 2015 the World Chain of Light, the
international rededication of Toc H held in every country where Toc H
remains will begin in Talbot House. It is expected that every country where
Toc H is active will contribute. It will also offer an opportunity in the days
after it for an international gathering of representatives of Toc H. At such a
meeting it will be possible for insights to be shared from across the world.
The Toc H movements in each country work in their own way, but all of them
are rooted in the Christian principles that underpin the Movement. Those four
principles bring us together, though our different interpretations of them is a
part of the wonderful diversity that underpins our unity.
Conclusion : 1n 2008 Toc H in the UK faced what seemed to be
insurmountable problems. At that time a number of people wrote the
obituary of Toc H UK, thankfully they were wrong and we have not only
survived we do so with hope for the future.
I believe that in Toc H UK we are called to continue to live out the Christian
message that began in the stable that led to crucifixion and resurrection. In
writing this I do not want to deny that the life of Toc H is enhanced by those
who do not believe and add that this is a reflection of the truth that we are
actually an ecumenical movement that is open to all people of good will.
I look forward to a creative time of rebuilding the movement that lives out
the principles of the Four Points of the Compass and offers service to the
communities in which we live.
Terry Drummond
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Editors‘ Apology!!
Unfortunately both of us have been very much below par with health
issues since the last edition of In Touch which has led to the loss of some
hard copy submissions that came in before Christmas. They were carefully
placed in a folder ready for typing up and that has gone missing - we have
both turned our houses upside down looking for it but to no avail. Nor can
we remember what they were apart from an article from Janet Grocott who
is now in New Zealand, so we couldn‘t contact the writers to apologise
personally and ask for resubmission. We do however offer a very sincere
apology and ask that if you sent something in and it‘s not included that you
either send it again or send another piece and next time we will ensure
that We WILL do better.

Can You Help with this Second Tale of Woe?
John Burgess has contacted us to let us know that his Reel to Reel Tape
Recorder has given up the ghost, and perished. Therefore it is no more!
There are no spare parts for these old machines.
John and Marolyn have very many Tapes given for the Archives, but no
indication of what is on them. Of course we
cannot archive them and preserve them
without finding this out.
The small 3" machines are really only for 3"
tapes so what is needed is a standard machine
for 5" and 7" spools. This will of course also
take care of the 3" variety. John has a
cassette player for the cassettes.
If you have an old machine, maybe in the loft,
or garage or somewhere, would you consider either donating it to or lending it to John for a period of time? John would do his best to collect the
machine or have it collected by someone else who will be in contact either
with him or the Central Office
John would welcome a chat on the phone first to arrange this and has
asked that his number is included here - 0170 789 1286.
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Lizzie‘s Story…… Part One
by Bernice Chitnis
As promised in the Autumn 2013 edition!
Archie Forrest's story is well known in Toc H circles. A veteran of the
Somme, Arras, Vimy Ridge and Messines, in July 1917 Archie was in the
Poperinge area, moving gas cylinders to the front line. In town he found
Talbot House, and Tubby Clayton, who could never forget ―Archie from
Blackburn.‖ He loved the House and the Christian message as Tubby
presented it convinced him. He was baptised, confirmed and received his
first holy communion; then within six weeks of his first visit to the House he
was dead. Out at work near the Threadneedle Street trench on the night of
August 25th he was hit by a sniper's bullet; horribly wounded, he died the
next day. Many will have seen the inscribed oak ―table-chair‖ placed in
perpetuity in the Upper Room by his stricken friends, alongside the font
where he was baptised.
Archie's story is a war story, a faith story and a story of the fraternity of the
trenches. It may look like it had come to a full stop when he was laid to rest
at Wieltje Farm Cemetery. What follows is the sequel to Archie's story, no
less full of faith, courage and enthusiasm; it belongs to a brave,
charismatic young woman, Archie's sister. It is Lizzie's story.
Until Archie's enlistment in 1915 he and Lizzie, three years younger, were
living in the village of Knuzden on the outskirts of Blackburn with their father
Isaac, a weaver, and his wife, Harriet, a dressmaker, and their five other
siblings. No strangers to poverty, cold and hunger, they had been cheery,
robust, energetic children, much alike in temperament.
They were
inseparable 'best mates' and their pranks and jokes were not always well
received by their family. Both became weavers at Knuzden Brook Mill and
members of St Oswald's Parish. As Archie became a popular young man
friction between him and Isaac brought tension to the happy home while
Lizzie's execution of ragtime dances caused ructions.
When news of the terrible event of August 26th reached Blackburn it plunged
everyone into the deepest grief. Harriet who had spent a wakeful night
circling the beds of her sleeping family asking ―Which of you called me?,‖
put on mourning once and for all; Isaac, who had served as a Driver and
returned intact, succumbed to survivor guilt. The youngest children barely
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remembered Archie. Lizzie was desolate. Her position was particularly
difficult; having allied herself so strongly with Archie she had not deepened
relationships with the other siblings nearest in age, and the 'babies' could
not respond. Nor could friends, for the list to be inscribed on the Knuzden
war memorial was lengthening by the day. Things could hardly have been
worse for a bereaved seventeen year old.
It is unthinkable that Archie did not
talk of his family with Tubby
Clayton, who may well have written
a letter of personal condolence to
Archie's family; he had loved Archie,
too. The family responded, sending
a silk memorial bookmark to Talbot
House.
Whether or not a
correspondence was established,
somehow Lizzie became familiar
with Toc H values. In 1919, the
dedication of the Archie Forrest
Room in Mark 1 in Pembridge
Gardens must have occasioned
letters, and would have given
insight into its post war rebirth and
activities. In 1929 Tubby wrote of
Lizzie in terms of an ongoing
familiarity, noting that 'she was[in
Blackburn] still,' and he recalled
being present at ' a meeting of six
or seven which she had planned and
out of which the [Blackburn] branch
has grown and now maintains by
many works of everyday service the
Lamp which bears [Archie's ] name.'
For him, she was instrumental in keeping Archie's memory alive and a
pioneer in the new movement.
Continued on Page 12

The In Touch magazine is moving to being produced three
times a year, and is free to members. Last date for submission
of articles is the end of February, June and October
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We Will Remember Them ………….
Since Toc H regained its place in the Ceremony
and March Past at the Cenotaph in London on
Remembrance Sunday, everyone who has
represented Toc H has been so pleased that
they have taken part. We have been granted
twelve tickets in recent years and have filled all
the places for the last two years so this year we
are requesting more, but whether they will be
granted remains to be seen. The most common
thing participants report is a deep sense of
honour, a humility in the face of so much
sacrifice and pride in Toc H.
Demand for tickets has risen and last year the Trustees made a policy that
priority should be given in the first place to members or associates who
have not attended in the past, after that they will be issued on a first
come, first served basis from the BB list (been before).
This being a particularly important year it is important that if you want to
take part you get your names down as soon as possible.
The 2013 contingent below consisted of 8 ―new‖ members and 4 ―BB‘s‖.
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Remembrance at High Brooms
We had our Service on Remembrance Sunday morning at St. Matthew‘s
Church, High Brooms at which Toc H along with the Royal British Legion
regularly lay wreaths and I was able to do the ‗They shall not….‘ Introduction. I have enclosed a couple of pictures one of which shows the Toc H
wreath. On the wall above the Marble war memorial there is a wooden case
containing the Lamp of the former High Brooms Ladies Branch for which
some years ago we were granted a Faculty by the Chancellor of the Diocese
to place it in perpetuity. It has not come out very well but I have attached
another picture which shows it and there is a small plaque below with details of it.
Duncan Oakley

P.S. With regard to the article about High Brooms in the last edition of In
Touch I wish to emphasise the fact that the railings and play area were
completely funded by the ‗Little Owls Pre-school‘ at no cost to Toc H.
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More Happenings at High Brooms!
We are pleased to say that our Accessible Toilet Facility has been completed within
the timescale that we requested of our Contractor, and has been admired by our
regular users. We hope now that we can include reference to this in our literature
and paperwork sent to our Casual Hirers. We are also publicising it by notices in
the Southborough and High Brooms page of our principal local journal. We were
very fortunate in receiving around 65% of the cost by way of Grants from the Kent
County Council and the Tunbridge Wells Borough Council, and because of the nature of the work it was free of VAT which would otherwise have been nearly
£2,000.00. The net cost was a few pounds under £3,000.00.
We were pleased to welcome Hilary and Douglas, on their first visit to High
Brooms, and also Cllr Trevor Poile who is a TWBC Councillor for the Ward in which
the hall is situated for the official opening of the hall and were delighted when they
elected to stay and enjoy the Afternoon Club Bingo session, with Hilary winning the
final prize.!
A small article was in the local press about the re-opening with a photo and the
Billboard outside the local Newsagent carried a banner about the re-opening. We
look forward to the hall being used even more in future. We have notified our
regular users that the charges will rise in January having been unchanged since
August 2010 and it has been received with understanding by them all.

High Brooms Hall Before……..
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During ………….

………….

and After
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Lizzie‘s Story ……. Part 2
Continued from Page 7…..
Lizzie's journey presented in that way is breathtaking. In reality it was
accomplished gradually. In the early 20's the surviving Forrests were
rehoused in Blackburn itself, in a new council house with an inside toilet, a
bathroom and a lovely garden.
The decision was taken to keep the
younger children at school till matriculation – there was to be no mill work
for them. Chores were easier, life more settled, and the town was just a
bus ride away. The Parish Church, then the hub of all activity in
Blackburn, had in its congregation men who had returned from the
trenches, reflected on their experiences, taken a look at Blackburn with its
many needs, and dreamed of a branch of the newly-minted Toc H. Lizzie
had hung a portrait of Archie in oils executed by a friend of hers on the
parlour wall but such memorials did not commemorate adequately the
personality of her late brother. Accepting that she would not marry – there
was terrible dearth of young men and she had a form of achondroplasia –
she needed a goal.
At the first sign of grassroots level activity Lizzie
found the courage to break the class barriers of Blackburn society. She
joined the middle-class congregation of the Parish Church and linked up
with those who had a similar vision, together with the competences to
take it forward and ensure its long-term survival. She would bring her
energy, practical skills and enthusiasm to the project – and her link with
Tubby Clayton.
A letter in the the local press in November 1922 encouraged 'those who
knew the old House at Poperinghe' to come to a meeting to hear Tubby
Clayton and learn of new developments. The meeting that Tubby credited
Lizzie with organising may well have been a preliminary meeting of the
parish interest group; assuming a link between them, Lizzie may have
been able to to get Tubby involved to give the group a good send-off. But
the public face of the organisation had to be male, in keeping with its
origins, and Toc H legends like Pat Leonard, Chevassut and Royle attended
the public gathering. As did 'a number of ladies', inspired widows, sisters,
mothers, who looked so motivated that when in January 1923 a Toc H
group was officially formed a Ladies' Auxiliary Group was inaugurated in
parallel.
From this point on Lizzie's story can be read in the reports submitted to
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the Toc H Journals of the time which chart the group's activities. It was
serendipitous that the planning of the first Toc H pilgrimage in March 1923
to the Flanders war graves coincided with the group's founding moment.
The Blackburn members collected names, vetted applications and financed
the participants' travel to London. Listed among the local pilgrims are
Harriet and Lizzie Forrest.
In the official photograph she has placed
herself on a step to hide her small stature and holds her mother's
shoulders protectively in her mittened hands. She had seen Archie's
wooden cross; her allegiance to Toc H was assured.

TOC H. PILGRIMAGE TO THE CEMETERIES AT YPRES

——– ———
THE BLACKBURN PARTY
Back Row:

Messrs J Schofield, Kent, A.Holden, E.A. Riley (in Charge), A. Asoin and A. Calder
Lizzie Forrest
Mrs Forrest Miss Duxbury Mrs Duxbury Mrs Kent Mrs Ormerod Mrs Jackson Mrs Aspin & Mrs Calder

Middle Row: Miss
Front Row:

Picture courtesy of the archives of the Blackburn Times

Please accept our apologies for the quality of the photographs in
Lizzie’s Story, obviously they are very old but we thought that
they were well worth including despite the lack of definition.
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News from Cosby Branch
Firstly, apologies for an error in the last issue. It was NOT our 67th
birthday. This year we celebrated 72 years. My fault entirely.
So, Cosby Toc H held its 72nd Birthday on Saturday Oct 19TH 2013 in the
Community church, when we had a good attendance of members and
friends. There were members from Broughton Astley branch and Barton on
Humber branch.
Jim Harrison, our oldest member, and Jim Cooper read out our roll of
honour and took light.
After which we renewed our vows.
After the service we retired to the
schoolroom where the speaker this year
was the Rev. Grenville Gibbins, vicar at
Blaby.
He had come straight from a wedding
and he was telling us how much
photographers get on his nerves at
weddings, and how he had expelled a
few over the years from the church, for
getting in the way of the service.
Grenville told us he had been a member
of TOC H since he was 18, (which he
said was only about 6 years ago!!)
He had worked as a nurse in Frith
Hospital in Leicester over the years,
before going into the ministry, and had
been involved with people with special
needs, or is it disabled? or is it that they are just different!
When he first started at the hospital it was wards, and all the furniture was
bolted down, but now most accommodation is in self contained flats and
everyone seems to be enjoying life.
He gave us a humorous and thought provoking talk on what he says he
gets from being with the residents and how they bring the Points of the
Compass to bear on his thoughts.
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Grenville comes to our meetings when he can and was telling us that he
would like to try and help a local group make/build a raised garden, so
that will be one of our special coffee mornings in the new year.
After the talk we had our usual tea & cakes when everyone who had
joined us had plenty of time for chatting and catching up with old friends.
We held our usual collection of toys, for a school for disabled children, and
had a good response to that. Then we did our Christmas collection, with
Santa & sleigh, to raise money for our Old People‘s Welfare Association,
who provide trips, meals and parcels for our elderly friends. Even though
the weather was atrocious on 2 of the 3 nights, we still had a goodly
number of collectors – for which we were very thankful.

Our best wishes go all TOC H members everywhere
On a personal note I want to say how lovely it was to see the photograph
of the ladies of the Paris branch in the recent ‘In Touch’ magazine and
also the mention of coincidences. I had just finished reading a book called
‘The Tartan Pimpernel’ about the Rev. Donald Caskie, who was the
minister of the Scots Kirk in Paris from 1938-1940 and 1944-1960, and
also Padre to Toc H in Paris before and after the war. Near the end of the
book when he returned to Paris after his imprisonment, he was welcomed
with the news that his furniture, books etc, (which he had left with friends
for safe keeping) and also the TOC H Lamp were still intact. He would be
thrilled, I’m sure, to know that the branch is still active.
Anne Frew, Cosby branch.
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Kitchens Galore….Part 1…...Saltburn
Saltburn Toc H have rooms that are somewhat tucked away but are well
used by the community. The branch members have been gradually trying
to improve them, but there was one sticking point and that was their tiny
and out-dated kitchen with a somewhat dodgy floor. When Toc H UK‘s
debts were finally paid off you may remember that the Board offered to
consider supporting ideas and projects with small ―seed corn‖ grants from
the centre. Saltburn took the offer up and requested help towards funding
a ‗new kitchen‘.
In November 2013 Terry, Hilary and Doug went to ―open‖ the kitchen. The
branch had arranged a coffee morning which was well attended by the
community and the kitchen was very much in full swing! Scones straight
from the oven were absolutely delicious as were the home made cakes.
The local press attended and also regular users, but possibly best of all
there were people there who didn‘t know anything about Toc H and it gave
the opportunity to tell them about it. Part of the redecoration of the hall
included a very decorative way of proclaiming the Four Points of the
Compass painted onto the wall ~ a brilliant talking point!

Joyce Myring (secretary) serving Terry Drummond with a cup of tea
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Kitchens Galore….Part 2…… Barnsley
Toc H also made a grant to help Toc H Barnsley put in a proper kitchen in
Jump Working Man‘s Club which is where they meet. It is intended to
improve the facilities for the whole community and already is being well
used for community events , children‘s parties and the like. When talking
about an opening ceremony Terry, partly in jest, said that instead of a cake
be should have the cutting of a large Yorkshire Pudding. The press were
there (late!) and Terry and Hilary posed for them on the hall
A

Annie who had made the pudding along with numerous smaller ones is
featured on the front cover in the kitchen along with Jim who is wearing his
chef‘s gear (he and his wife Ronnie run a café, both are central to the Toc
H branch). Annie‘s pud had risen so well, but the lateness of the press led
to it turning in on itself and producing what actually looked like a heart
shape—it was amazing!
Then the cutting began! Quickly
followed by the eating. It tasted
amazing and was served with a
lovely rich gravy.
Well worth the wait!
Thank you Barnsley Toc H who
in turn thank Toc H with the
plaque on the door of the
new kitchen
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World Chain of Art
Dear Toc H friends,
For the Centenary Celebrations we would like to create a
joint piece of art that will illustrate both the diversity and the
unity between Toc H members everywhere. The way we
want to achieve this is by encouraging each Toc H branch
around the world to create a small painting. All these
separate paintings will ultimately be joined together into one
large piece of art. (see opposite)
To create unity in this work, we will all be using the same size of canvas,
the same colour for the background and the same theme to be expressed
on this painting.
To create diversity, we leave it up to each individual contributor to
choose their foreground colours and their preferred painting technique
to ‗translate‘ the theme.
Concrete details are:
Canvas size: 30 cm x 30 cm
we used a stretched canvas – universally primed – 100%
cotton for acrylic paint
Colour of the background:
Sky blue light acrylic paint
we used the brand ‗Amsterdam‘ standard series
17725512 +++n551 pigments PW6/PB15/PG7
Theme:
Deadlines:

What does Toc H mean to you?
- we would like to be informed of your cooperation by
February 2014 (Done!)
- we would like to be informed of the number of
canvasses we can expect from you by December 2014
(so that we can arrange the exhibition area)
- we would like to receive the paintings by the end of
May 2015
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E-mails can be sent to tochbelgium@live.be
The paintings should be sent to Talbot House – Gasthuisstraat 43 – 8970
Poperinge – Belgium
Please, do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions.
We are counting on your enthusiastic cooperation and sincerely hope that
together, as members worldwide, we can create and complete this unique
piece of art in Talbot House to mark the beginning of another period of
100 years of carrying out the Toc H message of hope, peace and light to
the world.
Yours truly,
An Kestier
PR Toc H Belgium

The Peace Book
We hope that the Peace Book will be with the Trustees of Toc H UK soon
and when it does arrive we need to get it round to as many of you as
possible for your contributions. To help this please contact Central Office
to let us know that you wish to take up the opportunity and we will build
you into the circulation.
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Don’t Expect Luggage to Arrive
Dan Irving
Memoir Books Chico CA

The author of this memoir Dan Irving is a man whose life has been devoted
to service and being a disciple of Jesus Christ. His work with Amor
Ministries in building homes for the poorest of the poor in Mexico and other
parts of the world is an example of what commitment and good friends can
achieve; often against the odds and with a need to identify sources of
funding to ensure that the projects are taken forward.
It is a story of friendships and faith that transcends boundaries of nation
and communities. It is also a story of what is feasible if you put your mind
to making things happen and have trust that God will provide.
It is also about Dan Irving‘s commitment that grew out of a period working
as a Toch H volunteer in Birmingham. He came to the UK to share time
with a friend who was a Winant-Clayton volunteer who had committed to a
year of voluntary work. The two of them became active with the
encouragement of John Mitchell with the issue of Gypsy camps.
Two young men from the United States tried to stop evictions of Gypsy
camps from private land. The date is the mid to late 60‘s when the USA
was at war in Vietnam and it seems that the two Americans brought some
of the spirit of the anti war movement to their activities.
The outcome was a tussle with the British police who had no time or
sympathy for young Americans who were interpreting the law that went
against the policy of eviction. Arrested and facing deportation they were
rescued by a word from a member of the Royal Family (such were the links
they had with Toc H even though Tubby Clayton had by this stage died.)
The experience in Birmingham led to a life of service most especially in
Mexico and a commitment to the Christian faith that is central to the life
that Dan Irving describes.
The importance of Toc H in so many lives is often hidden and rarely written
about, in this book Dan Irving points to his time in Birmingham as the
beginning of his commitment to service. There is more to come in further
volumes, in which he will tell more of his story and of the importance of
Toc H and Tubby Clayton.
One final reflection must be to ask what did those who had to supervise
this young American make of his time in the hands of the Birmingham
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police force. Stroppy volunteers are one thing; volunteers in police custody
are another.
The experience led to good work but at the time there must have been
questions of what to do with such turbulent young men.
The story that is told is one that is reflected in the lives of many Christian
disciples, it is important that occasionally such stories reach a wider
audience.
Terry Drummond

Author's Note:
Since publication of Don't Expect
Luggage To Arrive, John Mitchell
and Ken Prideaux-Brune have
read the book and communicated
to me that it is an amazing story,
uplifting, inspiring and
fascinating. They also brought to
my attention some errors in the
book which I want to correct.

1. John Mitchell (Former Director
of Toc H) was not an Oxford
graduate. He earned his law
degree the old fashion way as an
‗articled clerk‘ and then became a
normal solicitor.
2. Parliament did not outlaw the
use of the word Gypsy.
3. Tubby was chaplain to Kings
George V and VI and Extra
Chaplain to Elizabeth II.
The
Queen Mother was Patron to the
Toc H Women‘s Association and a
friend and supporter throughout Tubby‘s life. However, Tubby was not the
personal spiritual advisor to the King(s), Queen or Queen Mum.
The book is available through Amazon Books and includes a Kindle
format. All sale proceeds go to mission work. My hope is that Toc H
supporters will read Don't Expect Luggage To Arrive, reflect on the impact
Toc H has had on their lives and realise as John Mitchell quotes an older
member of Toc H saying, "We cast our bread on the waters, and
occasionally it comes back as buttered toast.”
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Lizzie‘ Story…...Part Three
Events of the next few months might have shaken her commitment. The
men's priority was to obtain Branch status and gain their Lamp and in
July 1923 they became Branch 42 and were presented later with the
Keith Rae Lamp. Tubby had believed that it was Archie's Lamp. It is
hard to know if the choice of a local hero was problematic, and whether
Lizzie was concerned. She may have been able to reason that the choice
of Keith Rae, friend of Gilbert Talbot who had died beside him at Hooge,
tied the Branch closely to the origins of Toc H, and also accurately
reflected the Branch's interests. Work among the deprived boys in poor
areas of the town, devoid of mentors and role models, had become their
mission and they had recently established a Lads' Club. While at Oxford
Keith Rae had also championed boys' clubs. Lizzie seems to have
harboured no ill feelings. The Ladies' Auxiliary recruited, raising another
twenty candidates for membership and allowing them a paragraph of
their own in a Journal entry entitled 'Toc Emmas on the Warpath'! The
following month it was recorded that among the women ‗there were a lot
of jolly keen members' and 'we expect things to hustle when they get
going.' Perhaps the reservoir of high energy owed a lot to Lizzie's
presence. In late June the men and women collaborated to organise a
motor car picnic in the Ribble Valley for ―mentally defective‖ children, and
Lizzie – now 'Miss E Forrest' - was singled out in The Blackburn Times
report for her commitment to this 'service of love'.
Early in 1924, with the Lamp placed in the prestigious setting of the
Parish Church, the Branch and League of Women Helpers began to build
on their foundations. They established a House Fund, fed poor children
at Christmas, collected clothing and boots, and even organised lectures,
rambles and card nights in order to build an outface with the community.
Zestful Lizzie probably continued to cover herself with glory in all of these
activities for by June the Journal Contacts page gives Miss E Forrest as
the Secretary of the LWH.
Of all their many activities the dearest to their hearts remained their
activities with local boys. The men were naturally central to this, but
then a problem appeared which placed the spotlight squarely on one
member of the LWH:
'Our 1st troop of Scouts has been registered and about thirty boys are
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being initiated into the art of scouting. As the boys come from a poor area
of the town the uniform question is a great trouble. Here our LWH is
coming to the rescue; we managed to wangle the cash for the cloth for the
shirts, and through the good offices of Miss Forrest, the Secretary, the LWH
are making them for us'.
The seamstress skills passed on by Harriet were actually proving
indispensable. As the scouts' group prospered, in December the men
acknowledged 'we get valuable help from our LWH' and when the motor car
picnic for those with learning difficulties was repeated it was recorded that
'The LWH again lent a hand and found everyone a jolly good tea'.
Nothing original, nothing spectacular, just the constructive approach to
ordinary service, building up the organisation: that was the trademark of
the Blackburn LWH under Lizzie's aegis.
Archie now had his memorial in an
organisation which would go on and do
much good. Its success may have had
an unexpected impact on her own life.
Many women never recovered after such
a loss, but now that Archie was so
grandly commemorated it was as if
Lizzie could leave the past behind and
live in the present. She flourished. In
the mid 20's she cut her hair and wore a
bob; she learnt tailoring and made
herself coats and suits; she learned the
violin and played in an orchestra. She
loved Blackpool, New Brighton and
Llandudno, and returned to Flanders to
be entranced by the Menin Gate
ceremony.
As her nieces - and Archie's too, of course my sister and I remember a
brilliant aunt sharing with us all her family memories. The one story she
never told is this one. We are deeply indebted to ―Inky‖ and ―Bubbles‖,
secretaries and chroniclers of the Branch, who thought so highly of her that
she figures by name in their entries, who allow her to emerge from their
narrative and claim her place in history.
(Warmest thanks to Hilary Geater Childs, John Burgess and Penny Molyneux who
enabled me to read those Journals and to my sister Frances who has pooled her
memories with me.)

Bernice Chitnis
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In Memory of Janie Mills ...
Douglas Mills writes about his and Andrew‘s mother Janie:Mother was secretary at the Mill Hill branch for number of years ( I
estimate 1996-2006 but it may have been for longer than this).
She was coming to Mill Hill Toc H branch meetings up to few years ago and
had in the past participated in the carol service and the London Walks.
Right up to this year (Dec 2013) she was participating in the World Chain
of Light which in recent years we had held at the care home.
Of course for many years before that she was helping Dad (Cyril Mills ) in
his very active participation in the Mill Hill Toc H branch from 1948
(possibly earlier-maybe pre-war?) to his death in 2001 There was helping
out at (and selling programmes for) the Mill Hill Toc H fete - a major event
held each year in the grounds of Belmont school in Mill Hill. Entertaining
visiting musicians for the famous Toc H concerts (they raised oodles of
cash all masterminded by a chap called Wilf Ransome — he persuaded top
notch artists to play for knock down fees, sometimes no fee at all - just an
insribed pen and pencil set! (or something similar!) That reminds me : Wilf
was (like me) very keen on cricket He always announced the latest test
score at the concerts if one was being played at the time He would not
have been too happy with the results this winter)
There were lots of other Toc H related things, probably too many to
mention, but both Andrew and I are still Members of Toc H, and of Mill Hill
Branch, thanks in no small part to the influence of both our parents

We will remember them !
Brenda Johnson

Janie Mills

Annie Shortland

Pamela Lilley

Edna Slater

Donald Houghton

Raymond Preston

Nigel Dudley

Trevor Munns

Doreen Lumbers

Age shall not weary them
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Fifty Years Of Toc H Entertainment In Bulawayo
We (Betty and Ken Blake) have been entertaining in Bulawayo since the
early 1960‘s as a Duo (Piano Accordion/Double Base) and then joined a
Trio, Skiffle Bank Accordian Band, and latterly as ―The 4 B‘s‖ (+ singer), so
inevitably we came into the Toc H sphere, via the Ladies‘ Choir under the
able leadership of Beryl Watson.
In its heyday in Bulawayo, Toc H had fourteen branches and we assisted
them with music and slide/cine shows.
We didn‘t officially join Toc H, as in the early days the ladies and men met
and worked at different times and venues, which was difficult for our active
lifestyle, but in 1972 the local Toc H Executive, under the leadership of
Berenice Van Der Meulen, Ivy and Ken Oman, Peggy Cowie and Bunty and
Tam Graves, decided to make us ―Toc H Builders‖. At an Official Ceremony
we were thanked and issued with our lapel badges. Betty still wears hers
on Toc H occasions, but mine was lost during a house burglary.
With all these branches, we were drawn into their activities at various
Luncheons, Dinners and Concerts and, surprisingly, sometimes at the
Bulawayo Ingutsheni Mental Hospital – challenging interludes – but always
successful!
At two Toc H National Rallies, held at the Maleme Rest Camp, Matopos
National Park, near Bulawayo, we supplied music for Church Services;
background music at mealtimes and music for sing-alongs. These were
most exciting times when all the branches came together for fellowship.
Although age is catching up we still help out with various projects run by
John and Dorothy Bowman for Toc H – but our most endearing memory of
Toc H was when the Choir Ladies, dressed in white blouses and long black
skirts, waltzed in and around the stage curtains at the Verity Amm Centre
to the strains of ―Goodnight, Ladies‖!
John Bowman also writes:
Here in Bulawayo we started the new year with our first-of-the-year Toc H
get-together when we meet for a bring-and share lunch at our local park
(Hillside Dams) which is always a popular venue - especially this year as
we've had Good Rains and everything is looking lush and
beautifully Green! If the weather is bad (and we do still love the rain!) the
party will be at our house. Then from February our Branch will continue as
usual with meetings and visits, etc. So we look forward to a good year
ahead..
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Great War Centenary Concert
St Bertinus Church, Poperinge ~ 12 August 2014, 2000hrs
Though the Talbot House Centenary is not until December 2015, the
Administrative Council has insisted on starting our commemorative
programme along with the rest of Belgium and France, particularly with the
expected increase in visitors. As we know, the House is very much open for
business following the extensive refit programme.
The Great War started on 4th August when Britain declared war on Germany
following its invasion of Belgium on 2nd August 1914. It is our good fortune
that the South Wales Male Voice Choir will be visiting Belgium and France to
perform at various events and has generously offered to perform a concert
in support of Talbot House on 12 August. Needless to say, we have
accepted their fantastic gesture which is offered
free on the strict understanding that we raise
money for the House. It is impossible to hold
the concert at Talbot House as the choir has 80
choristers, so St Bertinus Church will make a
perfect venue.
In accordance with the offer, there will be an
admission charge of £10/10 euros, and all
proceeds will be in support of the new Talbot
House Centenary Fund. The aim of the fund is
to secure a legacy to help secure the House for
the next 100 years. Details of the fund will be
included in the next In Touch.
We must show our gratitude for this unique
offer from the Choir so please come if you can –
we have about 400 seats to fill! Reservations can be made at Talbot House
or by contacting me on 01570-471179 or by e-mail on
roger@thewrinklies.orangehome.co.uk
The Choir will also be singing at the Menin Gate on Thursday 14th August.
Details of the choir, which is one of Wales‘s finest choirs, can be found at
www.southwalesmalevoicechoir.co.uk.
Roger Griffiths
UK Member Talbot House Administrative Council
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Smile Train
Smile Train is about a group of volunteer Doctors, who go out to very
poor countries and operate on children and sometimes grown ups who
have been born with Cleft Lips. They are so poor they hardly have
enough to eat, let alone paying for surgery. They are shunned, not
allowed to go to school, to work or have any social life or marry.
After they have the operation to repair their face, then can SMILE for the
first time!
At our centre, were we meet, we have a coffee morning every Tuesday,
10 years ago I started a Charity Jar, asking donations of 20p every week,
this was because a Hospice near us was 20 yrs old that year.
We started our jar then and it is still running now, its contents have been
donated to many charities since then, Smile Train being one of them. My
husband and I donated money given us for our Ruby Wedding
Anniversary and then when he died last year, all the money given in
memory of him also went to Smile Train. After he died and I was
making my will, I decided that I would leave them some that way, but
my eldest son said why wait, why not do it now, so you can have feedback from them on what they have spent it on.
This I did, as a result I had a letter from a boy, about 11 years old, he
and his brother had both had the operation and he sent me a photo of
how they now look and thanked me for helping them to smile.
I answered his letter, sending it to Smile Train, who passed it on, also
telling me that the father of these
boys, was so impressed by what has
been done for them, he spends his
spare time going out to find other
children who are in the same need,
he has found over 60 so far.
I have received a certificate from
Smile Train's board of directors,
thanking me for helping them, for all
their work is done from donations.
Helen Hodgkinson
Barnsley Branch at a distance
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News from India
Firstly apologies that we are only able to include a little of what Professor
Joseph has sent us as we have simply run out of room!
We have chosen to select the following pictures as they definitely link firmly
with us here in the UK as they show HRH Camilla, Duchess of Cornwall
shaking hands with Nithin Augustine, a student of Toc H Public School,

whilst visiting the Toc H stall showcasing the International Projects of the
students at the school in Cochin. Some of the display is shown below
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London District Branch
We have planned the following Events. If you are thinking of attending any

of these, please contact me nearer the date, for pick-up details and because
they are subject to change!
Mill Hill Music Club – Sunday 30th March – 7:30pm. Join us for a
Concert by International Musicians – the Club was started by Toc H, and still
ably supported by Michael Rawling. (Purchase £15 Tickets separately. Put
―Toc H‖ on booking form. Post to:- M Rawling, 2a Millway, Mill Hill, London
NW7 3RE. Tel 020 8959 3866). Lifts available from local station
London Olympics Site – Saturday 26th April – Come and have a look
around the Olympics Site, and a saunter around Westfield Shopping Centre,
for some retail therapy? Meet–up details to be confirmed.
London “Quiet Day” – Saturday 10th May – In the St Katharine‘s
Foundation, East London. (Limehouse DLR Station) There are nice grounds
and surroundings. Meet at 10:30am for coffee. Lunch and Tea
included. Lifts from Tower Hill Station. Cost £23. Please send cheque to
me to confirm booking. (payable to St Katharine‘s Foundation).
Kew Steam Museum – Saturday 7th or 28th June at 11:30 – Kew Bridge
– We hope to see the engines ―in steam‖ and have a guided tour. Bring
packed lunch on our visit to West London, and meet up with Toc H members
there.
Trip to see “Auntie” – (Irene Tucker) –Sat 19th July -and also Tony
and Barbara Cock at Margate. Out for lunch, and a Strawberry Tea!
Bubbles Day – Saturday 30th August - Come and visit Barbara in her
Southend Seat.
London Walk – Saturday 6th September - Come and help with
refreshments, or get sponsorship for your charity / Friends of Khasdobir.
Toc H AGM – Saturday 25th October – in Birmingham.- Venue as last
year.
Carol Service – Saturday 13th December, 2pm – All Hallows. Bring &
Share Lunch at 12 noon.
I hope that you can come, and look forward to seeing you and catching up.
Yours in Toc H,
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The Importance of Lent
Being with God in the everyday experience of life
The season of Lent is one of the most important of the Church‘s year; it
is a period for reflection, prayer and the deepening of our faith. The
forty days between Ash Wednesday and Palm Sunday draw on the time
that Jesus spent in the wilderness before beginning his ministry. They
are an annual reminder to each one of us that in seeking the will of the
Father, Jesus submitted to temptations of both the body and the spirit.
It is traditional in these days to consider self-denial. At the most
simplistic level individuals will find something to deny themselves during
the forty days. It might be chocolate or alcohol. The intention is that
through self-denial we can deepen our understanding of how important
faith is to the way we live.
I‘m afraid that like New Year resolutions the giving up of something that
I enjoy is all too often beyond me, a resolution might be made but it is
very quickly broken. It is easy to point to Jesus in the wilderness and
say that he had the ability to deny the three challenges made to him,
sadly this does not make it any easier for me (and I suspect most
people) to comply with the ideal of denial.
Likewise the image of wilderness brings to mind the harshness of sand
and windblown rocks, which are hard to conceive of in the urban areas
that most of us live in. In this context the wilderness can also be a state
of mind, a place of loss and alienation and it is easy to imagine that
Jesus must have had these feelings in his period of preparation for his
ministry.
The experience of urban life makes wilderness harder to conceive, we
are never alone and are surrounded by the commercial trappings of
everyday life. Even so it is possible to feel a sense of alienation and a
loss of a sense of belonging if only due the pressures of everyday living.
It is in these times that we should reach out to find God who never
leaves us.
In Lent we are called to share with Jesus in his temptations and (re)
discover for ourselves the reality of finding God in the most unusual
places. The wilderness is both a real place and a space in the mind that
we experience when we share with Jesus his time of searching for truth.
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We don‘t have a wilderness to be lost in but we can find for ourselves the
experience in the midst of the contemporary world a metaphorical
wilderness that challenges us to grow in faith.
Lent is to give time to deepening our spiritual lives by coming closer to God
or perhaps more importantly connecting to God who is always with us, even
though we may at times take His presence for granted,
The taking up of a personal discipline can be a creative part of a good Lent.
There are several books published every year that are intended to guide an
individual through the forty days. The use of passages of scripture and
prayers are offered for personal use and demand only a little extra time in
the day for quiet reflection.
In many cases the books will also offer guidance for use by groups of
people coming together for prayer and reflection.
The cry that goes out that there is no time in our busy lives for such selfindulgence is the challenge that needs to be overcome. All of us, no matter
how busy, can find sometime in the day for quiet reflection, it may be at
home, work or even when travelling. It may mean creating a personal
bubble but even in a noisy crowded bus or train it is possible to cut out the
extraneous noise.
Terry Drummond.

New Flyer about Toc H
A new flyer about Toc H, its history, principles, what it is doing now and
some of its hopes for the future has been produced and a copy inserted
into this magazine. It is a very long time since Toc H published anything
apart from magazines and its purpose is to summarise what Toc H is and
what it has done and is doing. If you can use some then please contact
the Central Office as it is time to promote Toc H and for it to grow again.

In Touch moves to three times a year.
Once again this magazine has reached its maximum size of 32 pages and
still there is not enough room for everything we hold, let alone the papers
we lost! We certainly don‘t want to stop the submissions so are increasing
the number of editions to three times a year from now on. They will be
published every 4 months and submissions should be with us for the end or
February, June and October, We hope you approve and will keep the articles flowing in—it is very much your magazine!
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NATIONAL PRAYER CYCLE
(This can be used weekly or monthly)
Monday or Week 1

Friendship

Think of all Members and Branches in the UK,
For our own Branch, its Members and Officers.
Give thanks for the New Branch at Barnsley
Remember members who are housebound or ill.
Tuesday or Week 2

Service

Think of all Service done through Toc H
Pray that others may be led to serve in the Movement‘s vision.
Give thanks for the revived Weirside Outdoor Activity Centre
Wednesday or Week 3

Fair-mindedness

Think of all Overseas members and their Branches.
Pray especially for Khasdobir and for the work of KYAG
in Education, Training and Welfare.
Thursday or Week 4

Witness

Think of Talbot House - for all who visit or stay there.
Pray that the Movement‘s vision may inspire others.
Think of plans for the Old House‘s centenary.
Friday or Week 5
Pray for the Board of Trustees and others running the Movement;
Give thanks for ‗In Touch‘ and the work it describes.
Think of the Peace Book being prepared for Toc H‘s centenary.
Pray that more people may be drawn to the Movement.

Prepared by William Bestelink

MISSION STATEMENT
Toc H is committed to building a
fairer society by working with
communities to promote friendship
and service, confront prejudice and
practice reconciliation.

The aims of Toc H are defined by the four
points of the compass, first defined in
1920:
Friendship:
To love widely
Service:
To build bravely
Fairmindedness: To think fairly
Witness:
To witness humbly
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